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LESSON 7: Nov 4 - Nov 11 
Vocabulary added to our WIki: BROADCAST command, BYOB, DEFINE command, 
LARGE READOUT, STOP OTHER SCRIPTS IN SPRITE, WHEN I RECEIVE 
command 

Hello everyone! We are going to learn about BYOB this week.  

This acronym stands for Build Your Own Blocks. 
 

But first let us begin with some necessary Nov 4th  
ketchup since our course ends the week of Nov 18-22 
 

 Have you entered onto our WIKI at tinyurl.com/sconlinec a short description of 
the Columbus Day New World project or activity that you are planning? (this 
was due last week) -- as of Monday morning 11/4 we have 3 out 7 of you 
completing this.  Yikes, I am feeling blue and hope this changes in the next 33 
hours! 

 Have you made any strides to connect with your partner regarding the HW due 
Nov 11th due next Monday? The assignment HW8.1 is to work with your 
partner(s) and jointly write a paragraph or two on our WIKI about one of the 
featured projects that you found intriguing. 

 Are you aware that two weeks from today it will be Nov 18th and HW9.1 is due. 
This will be our last Monday together and hopefully the Columbus Day New 
World project is done and you have shared in a paragraph or two on our WIKI 
on how it went 

 

 
This is a GUILT FREE course. As a teacher since 1973, I know how tough the juggling can be. 
Therefore many assignments from now on are OPTIONAL so you can rid of any guilt! And I will not 
feel guilty for giving you more assignments when I know that some of you are still catching up on 
old assignments. This new OPTIONAL approach is good for you & good for me. Hope you agree! 
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Now for the new content on BYOB.  The 4 videos on BLOCKS are here and you can 
watch before or after the reading below.  
 

http://youtu.be/P05EMU9sqSk (4 min) 
building a block called SQUARE and using it to achieve Spinning Squares 
 
http://youtu.be/hZ2FjN650QA (9 min) 
building a large letter T that fits into a rectangle 100 pixels tall and 50 pixels 
wide 
 
http://youtu.be/4pNpcn2R1Ck (7 min) 
building a block called BACK and also learning to use BACKPACK (no pun 
intended) 
 
http://youtu.be/I4Qzw3j_TqE (5.5 min) 
building a block called AVERAGE 

 
If you look at the bottom right of the Scratch color choices, you will see it say MORE 
BLOCKS in Purple. When you make a new block, you are essentially adding a new 
word to the Scratch language. For example, we have the MOTION command  

 
that we have used since our first lesson, but we do not have one that GOES 
BACKWARD 10 STEPS. So we use MORE BLOCKS to create one. 
 
When it says MAKE A BLOCK, we choose BACK and then notice there are 
OPTIONS below. 

 
Hopscotch does not have this feature but many programming languages do. Think of 
how cool and how powerful it is to ADD commands to the language! I really love the 
Scratch language, possibly as much as I do the Red Sox and Patriots! 
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When we click on OPTIONS, we get several, each with a purpose 

 
The first 3 are called INPUTS and they allow us to "pass info" to the new block called 
BACK. For our purposes now, we want the first type (numeric) so that can issue 
commands like BACK 30 or BACK 140.  
 
Or we might one day create a block called REVERSE that would take a string and 
reverse the order when we type the command REVERSE (magic) 
 
Boolean refers to True or False and that is yet another input. 
 
And LABEL TEXT allows you as programmer to put some comments or notes about 
this block for your future reference or that of someone else if you are on a 
programming team. 
 
So for our BACK block, we choose NUMERIC and it would look like this: 

 
If you prefer a different variable name to "number1" you can right mouse click on the 
BACK command under MAKE A BLOCK and change the variable name. 
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We now put in the script for this command -- turning 180 degrees, moving the 
specified number of steps and then turning again. 

 
 
and we now can go back to our main program and issue commands like 

  
and everything acts as if Scratch has a new command! 
 
How about a block that draws a SEMICIRCLE which can be useful when drawing 
letters of the alphabet like "S" or "C" or "G" 

which results in  
 
 
Want to make the SEMI block fancier? 
How about a numeric input that specifies whether the semicircle is bigger or smaller 
than one we just drew? We can EDIT the BLOCK called SEMI to have a numeric 
input and then use NUMBER1 as a multiplier for the number of steps. 
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 so SEMI .5 is and SEMI 1.5 is  
 
The fact that both BACK and SEMI use the variable NUMBER1 which was made by 
the system is not a problem, since it is a "local variable" used internally when the 
programmer issues the command. 
 
For another example of a BLOCK with a STRING INPUT, consider how useful it 
would be to have a BLOCK called MUSIC so that you could type in the first few 
notes of a song and it would play it! 

 
If you had this block working (not impossible to write) then you could put in your 
program 

 
and it would play the first 7 notes of Doe A Deer, one of the few songs I remember 
from my piano playing days as a teenager ;-) 
 
Or you could have a VOWELS block that would count the number of vowels in a 
string. 
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So here is the only required HW problem for this week, let us call it 7.1 
 
7.1 Pick any 3 letters of the alphabet (perhaps your initials) and create 3 blocks that 
will draw each of those 3 letters to fit in a 100 by 50 rectangle. So let us say you 
picked T, H and E which are 3 of the easiest letters. You need to create a T block, 
an H block and an E block; each one should draw the letter in a 100 by 50 rectangle. 
 
Once you have these blocks working, write a program that will ask the user for a 3 
letter word. He or she will type in HET or THE or EHT. By using the LETTER 
command, your program will then write the word on the screen with your blocks.  
 
Too hard? If so, then just do 2 letters and 2 blocks. 
Too easy? Build your blocks so that the letters are of variable size  
or do the 6 necessary letters so that you spell SCRATCH. I would love to see that! 
 
Tips? Keep in mind the size of the screen so that you can GO TO specific locations 
of the screen for each letter rather than worrying about PEN UP and PEN DOWN. 
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Next topic? 
How about an Optional problem that gets you using both LISTS (last week) and 
BLOCKS (this week). Let us call this one HW 7.2 
 
Optional 7.2 Create a program that has two lists, one for SUIT and one for CARD. 
The four items of the SUIT list are Spades, Hearts, Diamonds and Clubs. 
The 3 items of the CARD list are Ace, Two, Three ... Jack, Queen, King 
You then create a BLOCK called RANDOMCARD which picks a random card. 
You ask the user "how many cards" and you then deal him/her THAT many cards. 
Too easy? Have the user make sure there are no repeats. 
Too hard? Simpllfy the program to deal just with SUITS and pick a random suit. 
 
Finally, let us learn about BROADCASTING a MESSAGE -- another new topic we 
have never discussed before. 
 
If you look under EVENTS you see 3 commands that involve the word 
BROADCAST. 

 
 
This idea is that this command gives us a method for Sprite #1 to interact with Sprite 
#2. For example, I could take my Tom Brady program and change it so that when 
Tom goes to one of the corners, he calls one of the players and "broadcasts" a 
message. This way that player and ONLY that player chases him. 
 
When you click on the triangle for any of the above commands, you can create a 
NEW MESSAGE of your choice. 
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HW Assignment 7.3 Optional 
Study what I did in Lesson 7.3 and see if you can implement something similar to 
demonstrate the use of Broadcast in one of your programs. 
 
My shared program is called Lesson 7.3 Brady Broadcasts Messages 
 
Here is the code for each of the 3 Sprites (not Brady). I have removed the GREEN 
FLAG starter command.  This says to the Sprite to do NOTHING until you receive a 
message. If you receive a broadcasted message called GRONK then head to Tom  
and disappear when you get to him.  
 

 
 

The essence of the BROADCAST command is that we have a different way for one 
of the programs under one of the Sprites to begin. In the old days (e.g. last week), 
every program under every Sprite would begin when the GREEN FLAG was clicked 
or perhaps when a certain variable or flag changed a certain value. Now a Script can 
begin when when another Sprite "yells at it." So if I had Sprites named Larry, Moe 
and Curly, I can have the script for Larry begin when we click the green flag, but the 
scripts for Moe and Curly don't begin until Larry yells "Moe" or yells "Curly." Or you 
can have Larry broadcast "MoeCurly" and then those two scripts begin 
simultaneously. 
 
Very, very powerful stuff and fun stuff which makes me think yet again of Seymour 
Papert's Logo book called Children, Computers and Powerful Ideas. 
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Alternatively, if you receive the RESET RANDOM POSITIONS message, then time 
to re-appear and go to a random location in quadrant 2. 

 
 
Notice the important STOP command that tells the Sprite to stop heading to Tom. 
 
So each player is RECEIVING commands from Tom whose messages are below. 
This first one below takes place when the user pushes "4" and it makes Tom go to 
quadrant 4 and to broadcast RESET RANDOM POSITIONS. 

 
 
Meanwhile, if the user pushes 1 or 2 or 3, then Tom goes to a specific quadrant 
broadcasts a message calling just ONE of the players. 
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Here are some more optional programs that use LISTS or BLOCKS or 
BROADCAST. 
 
HW 7.4 Optional Ask the student 10 questions on math facts (e.g. 6 x 7) using 
random numbers. Create two sprites with scrolling messages that say RIGHT or 
WRONG. Use the Broadcast command to tell one of the two Sprites to scroll each 
time the students gets one wrong or right.  

 
HW 7.5 Optional Generate a RANDOM birthday from January 1 to December 31. 
Use one list to have the 12 months and a second list to have the number of days in 
each of the 12 months, e.g. 31 28 31 30 and so on. So your program picks a random 
month and then using the second list a random number from 1 to the corresponding 
number in list 2.   
 
Want harder? Make each random birthday into a third list and see how many 
birthdays you can get onto this list before you have a matching birthday. You will be 
amazed at the result! 
 
By the way, Brian pointed that there is a RANDOM command built into the ITEM 
command for a LIST. Thanks Brian, very useful! 

 
Not sure this will help with 7.5 since you need to pick a random number from 1 to 12, 
get the month from LIST1 and then get the # days in that month from LIST2 so you 
can pick a random day in that month.  

Want	  harder?	  Use	  a	  list	  to	  
remember	  which	  of	  the	  10	  
problems	  the	  student	  got	  wrong	  
and	  then	  SHOW	  these	  to	  the	  
student	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  10	  
problems.	  
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One more tip, this one from Ruth in TX. The website of scratched.media.mit.edu has 
many resources for teachers. Thanks, Ruth! What a great resource! 
 
Finally, we have a great tip discovered and shared by Maureen about the size and 
look of variables. 
 
Instead of the traditional way (left side) of displaying variables, you can right mouse 
click on the variable and choose LARGE READOUT. This works for variables not for 
lists. 

 
This trick makes it much more visually attractive. Thanks, Maureen! 
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Bridgid Bryan Jessica Matt Maureen Ruth Zhanna 
AHNJaguars  MrSark JLanCas2 MrMel MacTechWitch TechnoTeachRuth ZhannaC 

        
Team 1 - Bridgid and Zhanna (FL and NY) 
Team 2 - Bryan and Ruth (NY and TX) Team 3 - Jessica, Maureen and Matt (TN, NY and FL) 
 
Hopscotchers? As of this morning, Monday 11/4, I do not know who is using Hopscotch and 
who has worked on the Hopscotch optional problem from Lesson 6. Jessica? Bridgid? 
 
Assignment 7A: Read this handout  
Assignment 7B: Watch the 4 videos highlighted in yellow in this PDF (also posted on 
summercore.com/videos for redundancy) 
Assignment 7C: Schedule a 30 minute phone call or skype with me (Optional) 
Assignment 7D: Please continue to contribute several entries to our WIKI which is 
located at the tinyurl.com/sconlinec webpage  Optional 
 
HW 7.1 Pick any 3 letters of the alphabet (perhaps your initials) and create 3 blocks 
that will draw each of those 3 letters to fit a 100 by 50 rectangle. Required 
 
HW 7.2 Optional Create a program that has two lists, one for SUIT and one for 
CARD.The four items of the SUIT list are Spades, Hearts, Diamonds, Clubs. 
You then create a BLOCK called RANDOMCARD which picks a random card. 
 
HW Assignment 7.3 Optional Study what I did in Lesson 7.3 and see if you can 
implement something similar with the use of Broadcast in one of your programs. 
 
HW 7.4 Optional Ask the student 10 questions on math facts (e.g. 6 x 7) using 
random numbers. Create two sprites with scrolling messages that say RIGHT or 
WRONG. Use the Broadcast command to tell one of the two Sprites to scroll each 
time the students gets one wrong or right.  
 
HW 7.5 Optional Generate a RANDOM birthday from January 1 to December 31. 
 

Have a good week! Not Optional   	   	  
781-953-9699 • skype name = stevebergen (no spaces) • sbergen33@gmail.com 


